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8 Matheny, 2009; liverworts: Feldberg et al., 2014; ferns: Watkins and Cardelús, 2012; Testo 145 and Sundue, 2016). However, biodiversity knowledge in the rosids remains limited, with 146 perhaps only 23% of species having usable molecular data for phylogenetics (i.e., not 147 repetitive DNA and other non-conserved markers; Folk et al., 2018) . Sampling is likewise 148 biased; species coverage is highly uneven, with economically important groups like the 149 legume and beech orders (Fabales, Fagales) overrepresented compared to important but less 150 familiar tropical groups like Malpighiales (Folk et al., 2018) . 151 Despite previous efforts assessing the impact of incomplete sampling (e.g., Cusimano , 2015; Smith and Brown, 2018) . We explored results generated using these phylogenies 165 from a suite of commonly used diversification approaches, comprising two parametric 166 methods (RPANDA, Morlon et al., 2016; BAMM, Rabosky, 2014) and one semi-parametric 167 method (the DR statistic, Jetz et al., 2012) . We examined both variation in empirical 168 sampling patterns in major rosid clades and a series of sampling perturbations to simulate 169 9 random and representative sampling methods. Using the workflow summarized in Fig. 1 et al., 2011; Ruhfel et al., 2014; Gitzendanner et al., 2018) .
Soltis

183
The 20k-tip tree 184 The 20k-tip tree was built by adding the nuclear ITS locus to the four genes in the 4- , Wang et al., 2009; Soltis et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2016; Gitzendanner et al., 189 2018).
10
The 100k-tip tree 191 We also assembled a complete species-level tree for all named rosid species using with this article). The best model was chosen individually across all empirical datasets, and 249 simulated replicates and parameters presented are always from the individual best model. We 250 accounted for incomplete sampling in each analysis to test whether this is adequately 251 modeled by RPANDA, basing the sampling ratio on the total species number in the Open 252 Tree Taxonomy ("OTT") database (Table 1) . We extracted the speciation rate parameter at 253 present for downstream analyses as a metric comparable to commonly used per-species "tip 254 rates" derived below from BAMM and DR. This quantity represents global speciation rates 255 estimated for extant taxa and hereafter will be denoted "global tip speciation rate". 256 We used BAMM v2.5.0 (Rabosky, 2014), a Bayesian approach, to estimate tip 257 speciation rates as with RPANDA (above). We also used BAMM to explore non-258 contemporary speciation rates, examining both tree-wide speciation rates (that is, speciation 259 rates averaged across all tree timeframes including the present) and rate-through-time plots 260 (that is, speciation rates averaged in temporal windows, Appendix S1.2). We also accounted 261 for incomplete sampling in BAMM, parameterizing this identically to RPANDA (above).
262
As an additional examination of common practices, we used BAMM to explore the rates for the 100k-tip tree were much lower (0.0446 Myr -1 ; Fig 3a) . both the tip and tree-wide speciation rates from the 9k-tip tree are likewise generally slightly 299 higher than the 20k-tip tree and much higher than the 100k-tip tree (Appendix S2.1; Fig. 3bc ).
300
DR-On average, DR tip rates estimated from the 20k-tip tree yielded the highest 301 value (0.4644 Myr -1 ), the 9k-tip tree was intermediate at 0.1889 Myr -1 , while the 100k-tip tree 302 yielded the lowest (0.0902 Myr -1 ; Appendix S2.3; Fig. 3d ). As with the previous methods, 303 this overall scaling was also generally true across the 17 orders (Appendix S2.3).
304
Sampling and diversification among rosid orders 305 RPANDA and BAMM showed a negative relationship between sampling ratio and 306 estimated rates across the empirical data for the 17 rosid orders (that is, orders with less 16 observed for tip speciation rates. All of the sampling treatments tend to agree in rate 335 magnitude and curve shape with the complete tree except for the 75% random drop treatment; 336 in this treatment the overall speciation rates are higher at all timeframes, and the curves tend 337 to be flattened and linearized, with few of the complex details apparent with greater sampling 338 (Fig. 6) . Fig. 5d ; Appendix S2.4). The DR rates were significantly different across all treatment 342 comparisons (Tukey HSD; see Appendix S2.5).
343
Summary-As observed with empirical sampling among the 17 rosid orders (above),
344
the estimated contemporary speciation rates increased in RPANDA and BAMM with 345 decreasing sampling effort (10% to 75% random drop; Fig. 5a,c) , while rates estimated in DR 346 decreased with decreased sampling (Fig. 5d ). Fig. 5f ; Appendix 364 S2.4). In this case, the tree-wide rates were higher than the tip rates, indicating that the 365 sampling scenario induced early-burst inferences (below). The 10% backbone-addition 366 treatment was significantly lower in contemporary speciation rates than all other treatments; 367 no other treatment comparisons were significant (Tukey HSD; see Appendix S2.6).
347
Cucurbitaceae test case-Random sampling simulation with backbone taxonomic addition
368
Rate-through-time plots from these backbone-addition trees all show a similar pattern 369 of inferring spurious early bursts of diversification ( Fig. 7) that were not reconstructed in the 370 original Cucurbitaceae tree ( Fig. 7; black curve) . Unsurprisingly, these bursts correspond to 371 nodes where backbone taxonomic data were added in these trees. significantly different for all group comparisons (Tukey HSD; see Appendix S2.6).
376
Summary-Using backbone taxonomic addition to account for missing taxa did not 377 prevent under-or overestimated tip speciation rates. Adding backbone taxa tended to result in 378 the inference of spurious early bursts of diversification (Fig. 7) , consistent with the empirical 379 results for the 100k-tip tree (above).
380
Cucurbitaceae test case-Representative sampling simulation 381 RPANDA-Under a representative sampling scenario, the mean tip speciation rate for 382 representative sampling simulations was 0.3022 Myr -1 (Fig. 8; mean tip rates (0.1275 Myr -1 ) and mean tree-wide speciation rates (0.1764 Myr -1 ) were lower 396 than those estimated from the global tree (0.4625 Myr -1 and 0.2408 Myr -1 , respectively; Fig. 8 ;
397
Appendix S2.7).
398
Rate-through-time plots (Fig. 8c) were similar to the mean rate results. Global 399 sampling factions tended to increase the scaling of the entire rate curve, with up to ~two-fold 400 higher speciation rates (at the present), compared to assigning cladewise sampling fractions; 401 the global sampling fraction result was closer to the total Cucurbitaceae tree. While the 402 scaling was different, the rate through time curves were similar in completely failing to detect 403 the burst of speciation rates towards the present seen in the total Cucurbitaceae tree (Fig. 8c) ; 404 instead, BAMM inferred a spurious early burst of speciation rates at the root (see also 405 backbone-addition, above).
406
DR-The mean DR tip rate for the representative sampling trees was 0.0875 Myr -1 , 407 far lower than the total Cucurbitaceae tree (0.3794 Myr -1 ), as well as lower than the other 408 rates estimated by RPANDA and BAMM (Fig. 8a-b) .
Summary-Across methods, representative sampling results in lower tip speciation 410 rate estimates and similar to backbone-addition (above), consistent with these results being 411 driven solely by a failure to sample nodes. However, tree-wide speciation rates were higher 412 on average; rate through time curves (Fig. 8c ) showed that this behavior is due to failure to 413 detect recent bursts of speciation and instead inferring higher rates of evolution at earlier time 414 intervals (see also Cusimano et al., 2010) .
415
IV. Discussion
416
We found surprisingly diverse effects of sampling effort on inferences of 417 diversification using the methods we employed. Overall, BAMM showed the greatest 418 robustness to incomplete sampling. In BAMM, all random taxon-dropping treatments 419 resulted in statistically identical tip speciation rates with the exception of the most extreme 420 treatment (dropping 75% of taxa; Fig. 5b-c) , where estimated tip speciation rate increased 421 dramatically (Appendix S2.4). BAMM also tended to be more robust to the other sampling 422 scenarios, with the exception of representative sampling, where no method was robust. Tree-423 wide speciation rates and rate-through-time curves in BAMM showed similar patterns (Figs. 424 6-7), although in some cases these metrics were more sensitive to incomplete sampling than 425 tip speciation rates.
426
In contrast to BAMM, both RPANDA and DR were highly sensitive to missing taxa.
427
For most analyses, the effect of all incomplete sampling scenarios using RPANDA and DR 428 was disturbingly near-linear (e.g., Fig. 5a, d) , in contrast to the threshold behavior of BAMM.
429
Methods also differed in the direction of parameter bias in response to incomplete sampling; The magnitude of this downscaling of speciation rate likewise is similar to that between our 484 molecular-only trees (9k-tip and 20k-tip) and our tree with added taxonomic backbone data 485 (100k-tip; Appendix S3). These observations, along with our sampling manipulation 486 experiments, suggest caution in interpreting the results from diversification studies sampling 487 a very small proportion of species-level diversity with backbone trees and relying heavily on 488 taxonomic data to cover sampling gaps. , 2018) ; bd-models = nine birth-death models from RPANDA (see Appendix S1.1). Tree-wide rate means speciation rate averaged throughout the tree. Fig. 4 . Correlation between sampling effort and speciation rates among the 17 rosid orders from 9k-and 20k-tip trees. The X axis is the ratio of sampling percentages; the Y axis is the ratio of speciation rates (9k-tip/20k-tip in both cases; values closer to one indicate values closer to the more fully sampled 20k-tip tree); each dot represents a single rosid order. The R 2 and p-values are color-coded following the legend colors. Gray plot zones indicate curve 95% confidence intervals. Only the DR statistic showed a significant positive relationship between sampling percentage and diversification rate; for other methods, the rosid orders do not show a significant relationship between sampling effort and estimated speciation rate. were generated by 10 random trees each under 10%, 30%, 50%, and 75% of taxa randomly dropped. The results for all sampling treatments were very similar to the full empirical sampling result except for the most extreme dropping experiment (75% of tips).
489
Impact of backbone taxonomic addition
Fig. 7.
Rate-through-time plots with the random sampling simulations with backboneaddition. The thick black line stands for the original Cucurbitaceae 528-tip tree; the colorcoded rate-through-time curves were generated by 10 random trees each under 10%, 30%, 50%, and 75% of taxa randomly dropped and added in as backbone taxonomic data. With moderate missing taxa (10% dropped), few spurious early bursts were inferred, but these were frequent with more missing taxa. BAMMglobal tip = tip speciation rates estimated with global sampling fractions;
BAMMglobal tree-wide = tree-wide speciation rates estimated with global sampling fractions; BAMMspecific tip = tip speciation rates estimated with clade-specific sampling fractions; BAMMspecific tree-wide = tree-wide speciation rates estimated with clade-specific sampling fractions. Appendix S1 Supplemental methods:
